Abstract MADS-box genes comprise a family of transcription factors that act as key regulators in many cellular development processes of several organisms. Members of this family have highly conserved regions and play important roles as transcription factors, activating target genes. The present work aimed at analyzing the MADS-box gene family present in a database generated by the Brazilian Coffee Genome Project (CAFEST) as well as of observing their respective sites of expression within these data. Through the use of bioinformatics tools, it was possible to identify and classify 26 expressed sequence tag contigs, 13 of them were expressed exclusively in vegetative tissues, 11 in reproductive tissues, and two in both. Later, quantitative analysis by quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR was carried out for three of them belonging to the groups of genes APETALA3 (B genes), AGAMOUS (C genes), and SEPALLATAS (E genes), which could be compared with the expression profile of in silico analysis and of its putative orthologous genes. Therefore, this study aims at a better understanding of the development processes performed by this family of genes in Coffea arabica, mainly in reproductive organs, as well as to compare functions of MADS-box orthologous studied in other species.
Introduction
MADS-box genes consist of a family of transcription factors that play a role as key regulators in many cellular development processes of several organisms such as fungi, plants, and animals. Members of this family have highly conserved regions, around 60 amino acids, which activate the transcription processes binding to recognition elements, so-called CarG boxes (CC (A/T)6 GG), found in promoters of target genes (Riechmann et al. 1996) . Alvarez-Buylla et al. (2000a) suggest that there was a duplication of the ancestral MADS gene, before the evolutionary divergence into plants and animals, giving origin to two groups of MADS-box proteins, type I (SRF-like) and type II (MEF2-like), both found in animals, fungi, and plants. The only common denominator of all MADS-box genes is the highly conserved 180 bp, codifying the DNA-binding domain of these transcription factors.
MADS type II proteins are more commonly found in plants and present modular and conservative structural organization, known as MIKC domain, due to the presence of four domains from N-to C-terminal: MADS (M) highly conserved, intervening (I) which corresponds to an internal region that connects to keratin-like domain (K) which, in turn, is responsible for the protein-protein interactions, then followed by a carboxy-terminal (C) region involved in the transcription activation. On the other hand, type I proteins found in plants do not possess a well-defined K domain and are subdivided into four subfamilies, Mα, Mβ, Mγ, and Mδ, this last one being currently accepted closer to the type II proteins (Parenicová et al. 2003) .
The MADS-box family can be divided into subfamilies according to similarities among their sequences. These subfamilies represent phylogenetic gene clades in such a way that these genes are either extremely conservative homologous or paralogous originated from a recent duplication. The complete genome sequence of Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000) allowed a comprehensive description of the complexity and diversity of MADS genes in plant species. In 18 of these genes, the function is known and well defined by phenotypic analysis of single mutants, or multiple mutants, in the case of redundant genes. All of these genes are involved in development processes and, without exception, are all of MIKC type. Generally, these genes represent monophyletic groups and can be subdivided into ancestral classes (Theißen et al. 2000) which, in eudicotyledon angiosperms, form the following paraphyletic groups: AG, AGL2, AGL6, AGL12, AGL15, AGL17, DEF, FLC, GGM13, GLO, SQUA, STMADS11, and TM3 (Becker and Theißen 2003) . The analysis of the Arabidopsis genome demonstrates that these classes probably comprise all of the MIKC-type genes.
The great majority of the already identified flowering genes, involving several plant species, encode transcription factors of MADS-box domain. Studies on Arabidopsis mutants confirm the ABCDE model proposed for the organization of floral organ, which describes the gene interaction for the floral components (sepals, petals, stamens, and carpels), since the number of combinations among them is enough to characterize the floral organ (Coen and Meyerowitz 1991; Honma and Goto 2001) . It was discovered that proteins of MADS domain can be highly associated to form protein complexes, permitting the elaboration of biochemical models (Krizek and Fletcher 2005) , for example the quaternary model which proposes tetrameric complexes of MADS proteins for the organ characterization in each flower component (Theißen and Saedler 2001) . Recent studies indicate that the association of MADS proteins related to flowering can be the main approach of combinatory control for the floral organ specification (Krizek and Fletcher 2005) .
Other experiments using mutants with loss of function for determined MADS genes presented homeotic transformations, indicating that these genes functions as organ specifiers (homeotic selector genes) during flower ontogeny. Except for some A-class genes, like Arabidopsis APETALA2, all of the floral organ identity genes that have so far been molecularly characterized belong to the MADSbox gene family (Ng and Yanofsky 2001; Theißen 2001) . Corroborating the idea that type-MIKC MADS genes are homeotic for several functions of plant development, many studies have reported that genes of A, B, C, D, and E functions, when submitted to phylogenetic reconstructions, fall into separate classes called SQUAMOSA (class A), DEFICIENS and GLOBOSA (class B), AGAMOUS (classes C and D), and AGL2 genes (class E; Theißen et al. 1996 Theißen et al. , 2000 , respectively.
The existence of MADS-box genes in gymnosperms, ferns, and moss, which do not form either flowers or fruits, demonstrates that the role of these genes in plants is not restricted to the development of reproductive organs (Münster et al. 2002b) . Studies have demonstrated that MADS-box genes are involved in many aspects of plant development such as meristem identity, flowering time, floral organ characterization, pollen fertility, ovule development, fruit characterization and development, and lateral root elongation (Zhang and Forde 1998) . MADS-box genes expressed in leaves, guard cells, and in trichomes were also found (Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2000b) .
Currently, all the complexity of flowering network is mainly based on the information obtained from the Arabidopsis data (Izawa et al. 2003) . However, extensive efforts have been made to describe the process in other related species (Mouradov et al. 2002; Izawa et al. 2003) . Recent advances in molecular biology, including the complete sequencing of plant genomes, have made possible detailed comparison of gene sequences allowing the identification of orthologous genes and inferring their likely roles in different species.
It is known that the initiation of flowering depends on the balanced expression of a gene complex network that is regulated by endogenous and environmental factors. However, in the coffee plant, some additional features are associated-such as biennial cycle, dormant buds, induction of flowering by water stress, sequential maturation of flower buds, etc. (Camargo 1985; Rena and Maestri 1985; Pezzopane et al. 2008 )-which complicate the understanding of this process. In this way, environmental factors have been extensively studied; however, little is known to create a flowering model in coffee, highlighting the need for a better understanding of genetic factors.
Bearing in mind the importance of coffee cultivation as an international commodity and its peculiar characteristics in the flowering and fruit set, the present study aimed at identifying and analyzing the MADS-box gene family present in the databank of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) generated by the Brazilian Coffee Genome Project, CAF-EST (Vieira et al. 2006) . Bioinformatics tools and analysis of quantitative expression were used to identify these genes, determining their probable orthologous and comparison of their expression profiles in different tissues. Therefore, this work paves the way for understanding the development processes in Coffea arabica, also identifying genes of interesting for further applied studies that may improve the productive chain of coffee, whether enabling control of flowering time and harvesting or increasing productivity, for example.
Materials and Methods

In Silico Analyses
MADS-Box Sequence Obtainment
The Brazilian Coffee Genome Project (Vieira et al. 2006) , which generated ESTs for the CAFEST database and allowed its manipulation through the GeneProject interface (http://www.lge.ibi.unicamp.br/cafe/), provided the data source for the collection of MADS sequences. For the selection of reads, two search forms were carried out, one by key word and the other by BLAST tool (Altschul et al. 1997) , using the band consensus of MADS region generated by the COBBLER program (Consensus Biasing By Locally Embedding Residues, http://blocks.fhcrc.org/ blocks/cobbler.html) of the MADS-box sequences already published. Thus, all of the reads that presented significant similarity (e value > 10 −5 ) were selected.
The more than 100 reads found were clustered by the CAP3 program (Huang and Madan 1999) integrated to the system, forming the EST contigs. For the verification of the MADSconserved domain, the sequences were inspected by the InterProScan program (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/InterPro Scan/); all of the validated EST contigs are used for a second search, aiming at finding new reads, as well as to remount incomplete clusters. This process was repeated until no more new significant reads were found.
Finally, the most representative clone of each EST contig formed was re-sequenced, confirming the data obtained previously in silico, allowing in addition to that the correction of the incorrect bases or mounting errors.
Phylogenetic Analysis
Classification of MADS sequences found in CAFEST was achieved by comparison with Arabidopsis MADS-box genes published by Parenicová et al. (2003) . The sequences were aligned using the ClustalW program (Thompson et al. 1994 ) with the standard patterns, being visually inspected and manually corrected. Segments whose homology could not be adjusted were removed. The final tree was drawn using the MEGA 4 program (Tamura et al. 2007) , with neighbor-joining comparison model (Saitou and Nei 1987) , and the validity of the tree, regarding the phylogenetic distance of the clusters, was tested by the bootstrap probability test (Sitnikova et al. 1995) .
Digital Northern
For the in silico expression analysis, frequencies of reads that form each EST contig in the libraries in which they were expressed were calculated. This procedure required that the data were previously normalized to give a more accurate idea of the expression degree of the sequences in each treatment and plant organ when all of the libraries were considered in this work.
The normalization consisted in multiplying each read by the quotient between the number of reads from the library where it was expressed and the sum of reads of all libraries where expression was found. The sequences were reorganized according to their classification group, and their data were cast into a matrix relating genes to libraries. The EST contigs and the libraries were grouped into a hierarchical clustering and visualized by the associated programs, Cluster and TreeView (Eisen et al. 1998) . Results of expression were presented in a grayscale spectrum where no expression or negative was represented by the lightest (gray) region, being gradually increased until reaching the black, which represented the maximal degree of positive expression.
Identification of Common Grouping Motifs
In order to discover cluster motifs between the MADS sequences selected from CAFEST, the MEME program (Multiple Expectation Minimization for Motif Elicitation, http://meme.sdsc.edu/meme/meme.html/) version 3.5.4 (Bailey and Elkan 1994) was used. The total sequence of protein amino acids was compared according to the cluster order observed in the phylogenetic tree, this way facilitating the observation of cluster motifs in each subclass. The parameters used were: any number of replications, maximum number of motifs set to 20, and optimum width between 6 and 200 (Parenicová et al. 2003) .
The motif annotations regarding the functional domains of the MADS-box proteins were carried out using the SMART software (Simple Motif Architecture Research Tool, http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/) version 5.0 (Schultz et al. 1998; Letunic et al. 2002) , capable of recognizing more than 500 domains present in different protein types.
Quantitative Analyses (qRT-PCR)
Plant Material
Plant material used in this experiment was obtained from cultivar Rubi of coffee plants in reproductive stage, cultivated without shade protection and in moist tropical climate. Four different tissues were collected: young leaves, roots, inflorescence, and fruit, the latter two being collected each in three different development stages G4, G6, FL and F2, F4, M2, respectively (Morais et al. 2008) .
The collection was formed by the material harvested from three different plants for each of the aforementioned tissue, constituting our biological replicates, with the exception of the roots for which three particular plants, cultivated in plastic bags with common soil in greenhouse and measuring about 0.5 m in height, were used. Harvesting occurred between May and October 2007, and the tissues were dipped immediately into liquid nitrogen.
RNA Extraction and cDNA Synthesis
Total RNA extraction of the treatments was carried out by the methodology described by Birtic and Kranner (2006) used for plants with high phenol content, polysaccharides, and RNAses like the coffee plants, with small changes to adapt to the laboratory procedures.
Samples were treated with 1 μl RNAse inhibitor (Invitrogen), constituting our RNA stock solutions, and aliquots of these solutions containing 10 μg RNA were treated with 1 μl DNAse (Invitrogen), as suggested by the manufacturer's, without EDTA addition. The integrity and purity of the samples were assessed by agarose gel electrophoresis and spectrophotometer quantification. All of them presented high degree of integrity and purity (1.8< A 260 /A 280 <2.0); thus, they were used later for the synthesis of cDNA single strand.
Synthesis of cDNA for the collected tissues was performed according to the first-strand cDNA synthesis protocol using Superscript II (Invitrogen) and 1 μg total RNA (treated with DNAse I) used as template in a reaction of 20 μl mixture reagent.
Tests with two cDNAs dilutions, 1:50 and 1:100, showed that the concentrations did not affect the amplification levels for the primers; therefore, 2 μl of a more diluted template was used for the SYBR Green PCR (final dilution 1:500).
Primers
The respective clones containing the more representative EST contig fragment (read) selected from CAFEST were sequenced again for confirmation. For that, the Primer3 program found at http://fokker.wi.mit.edu/primer3/input. htm was used, determining the parameters for amplification of PCR products between 80 and 140 bp, the annealing temperature (TM) around 60°C, and a G/C content between 45% and 55%.
The specificity of the PCR products generated for each primer was tested in several ways: through the alignments between the primers (BLASTn) and different databases (CAFEST and NCBI); analysis of dissociation curve, gradient of annealing temperature in which the fluorescence decreases at a discrete temperature indicating the separation of the double-stranded DNA; and agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR products to verify the size of the band and presence of nonspecific products.
Quantitative Reverse Transcriptase PCR
The quantitative reverse transcriptase PCRs (qRT-PCRs) were carried out on an Applied Biosystem 7500 Fast RealTime PCR System using SYBR® Green. Reactions contained 2 μl cDNA, 7.6 μl SYBR Green PCR Master mix reagent, and 0.2 μl for each of the forward and reverse primers, totalling 10 μl. Programming of the cycles for amplification included 10 min at 95°C for polymerase activation, followed by 45 cycles at 95°C for 15 min, and at 60°C for 1 min.
Data were analyzed using Applied Biosystems SDS 2.1 software to determine C t (cycle threshold) values. PCR efficacy was estimated for each gene by LinReg program, which uses the captured data of absolute fluorescence during the exponential phase of the amplification of each reaction, using the equation (1 + E)=10
(−1/slope) (Ramakers et al. 2003) . All primer pairs showed efficacy higher than 0.80. Efficacy values were taken into consideration in all subsequent calculations.
The cDNA levels in the samples were normalized by amplification of Ubiquitin gene since their expression is considered very stable for being constitutive in the tissues (Warrington et al. 2000) . The reaction followed the same procedures of the primer specificity test (dissociation curve) and could be accessed by geNorm program, which was employed in the normalization of the expression data, taking into consideration the differences in the RNA quality and in the efficacy of qRT-PCR within the samples. Expression values were estimated by the equation (1 + E) −Δ(ΔCt) (Livak and Schmittgen 2001) . Relative standard deviation was calculated using C t values; the values above 25% were discharged and the analyses were repeated.
Results and Discussion
After eliminating the false and incomplete sequences, a group of 26 EST contigs were selected, which presented significant similarity to the MADS-box domain (e value > 10 −5 ). Some sequences that appeared incomplete in direction to the C-terminal region (CaC02, CaS01, CaS10, CaS14, CaS21, CaS22), but presented a perfect MADS domain, were kept because they were not differentiated in the classification when only MADS domain was considered (data not shown).
Analyzing the phylogenetic relations found in this work (Fig. 1) , all of the sequences could be classified as transcript of MADS-box type II proteins. The great majority of them belong to MIKC group in their different subfamilies and only one (CaC13) was similar to Mδ group, in the present accepted as type II genes (Parenicová et al. 2003) . The sequences could be visualized by the analyses of motif grouping (Fig. 2) where common domains are observed among them together with MADSbox genes published from Arabidopsis used for classification in the phylogenetic tree. This procedure allowed, after the motif annotation, the confirmation of the presence of MADS-box domain, highly conserved and common to all of the sequences, and also the visualization of the regions that differed within each subgroup.
From the 26 probable coffee MADS-box genes considered, 11 of them were expressed in reproductive organs, 13 in vegetative organs, and two in both (Fig. 3) . In the contigs expressed in the vegetative organs, the expression profile had a very wide occurrence, appearing in several libraries, while it was very restricted to contigs expressed in libraries of reproductive organs. This corroborates the importance of this family for the development of the plant as a whole, as well as and especially during reproduction phase (flowering and fructification) where they appear as key elements in the activation or repression of genic cascades.
qRT-PCR analysis of the contigs CaC03, CaC12, and CaC14-putative orthologous to the Arabidopsis genes AGAMOUS, APETALA3, and SEPALLATA3, respectivelyindicates their levels of expression in different tissues (Fig. 4) . This result can be compared to the in silico expression analysis (Fig. 3) , in addition to validate it, giving more evidence to prove their homology hypothesis. Although, the precise qRT-PCR expression levels of these transcripts were different when compared to the in silico analyses, the results are similar regarding the expression sites. These changes in expression levels can be explained by differences in methods used as RNA source in the CAFEST, such as different collected tissue phases, RNA extraction, and cDNA synthesis methods. In addition to that, most likely, the normalization was not sufficiently representative for the ESTs numbers that should be really found in the determined tissues.
Groups Expressed in Vegetative Organs
TM3-Like
Members of this subfamily are preferably expressed in vegetative parts of the plant, either in angiosperms or in gymnosperms (Winter et al. 1999) , even though cases of expression in reproductive organs were reported (Münster et al. 2002a; Heuer et al. 2001) . Arabidopsis presents six genes related to this class, AGL14 and AGL19, exclusively expressed in root , AGL20 or SOC1 (SUPPRESSOR OF OVEREXPRESSION OF CONSTANS 1) involved in the mechanism required to promote flowering, vernalization, and autonomous pathways of floral induction and to integrate photoperiod signals (Borner et al. 2000) , being expressed in some root extensions but more abundantly in leaves and flowers Samach et al. 2000) , besides the less studied AGL42, AGL71, and AGL72. Likewise, STMADS11 class, TM3 genes can constitute an ancient class with ancestral function in the vegetative development (Becker and Theißen 2003) .
In our analyses, this was the class with higher number of classified contigs, with a total of six. They all presented expression in non-reproductive organs in accordance with the majority of the reports published for this class. CaS01 and CaS18 contigs showed being homologue to AGL42 and SOC1 genes, respectively (Fig. 1) , the latter being differentiated for not presenting expression in flowers, but highly expressed in the non-embryogenic callus library (Fig. 3) . The four other contigs, CaS02, CaS07, CaS10, and CaC01, joined to AGL14 gene (Fig. 1 ) expressed in roots, but presented expression profile very diversified, appearing in several vegetative libraries and suggesting probable participation in the plant development.
AGL17-Like
AGL17 class is reported as being preferably expressed in roots, and in Arabidopsis, four genes belonging to this class were found: AGL16, AGL17, and AGL21, besides the ANR1 gene. The only reported mutant of this class has precisely the ANR1 gene blocked and as a phenotype does not respond with the lateral root proliferation toward the more nitrate-rich regions present in the soil, suggesting that this gene is a key element in the signal transduction chain through which the roots are stimulated by nitrate (Zhang and Forde 1998) . The expression of ANR1 gene has been detected only in roots, which is also true for AGL17 and AGL21 genes (Burgeff et al. 2002; Rounsley et al. 1995) . On the other hand, there are studies that demonstrate additional patterns of expressions besides roots for other constituents of the class, as occurs to DEFH125 genes of Antirrhinum which are detected not only in the vegetative cells mainly involved in the maturation of pollen in stamens but also in the trait of transmission of carpels (Zachgo et al. 1997) , ZmMADS2 gene of maize, restricted to both pollen and root (Heuer et al. 2000) , and AGL16 gene, which presents high levels of transcript accumulation in guard Fig. 1 Phylogenetic tree relating MADS sequences found in CAFEST (diamond; sequences submitted to GenBank and accessions numbers are as Electronic supplementary material) and published MADS MIKCtype genes. Neighbor-joining comparison model was used with the distance p method and pairwise suppression. Bootstrap values smaller than 50% were omitted cells and trichomes and can be also expressed in root epidermic cells (Alvarez-Buylla 2000a).
Two EST contigs joined this class, sharing sequence homology to AGL16 and ANR1 or AGL44 (Fig. 1) . The CaC18 contig, close to AGL16 gene, is very similar regarding the motifs found (Fig. 2) and shows varied expression profile, always related to treatment of stressed cells, suggesting a hydric relation when compared to the expression observed in the Arabidopsis homologue. The CaS06 contig shares homology to ANR1gene, but because of its expression in the library of cells treated with acibenzolar-S-methyl (BHT), a powerful activator of systemic resistance induced against several diseases (Silva et al. 2000) , doubt remains regarding its function since it is reported to be expressed only in roots in Arabidopsis.
STMADS11-Like (SVP)
Three sequences belonging to this class were found in coffee plants when compared to Arabidopsis genes (Fig. 1) . CaS21 contig close to AGL24 gene and CaC10 and CaS22 contigs close to AGL22 or SVP (SHORT VEGETATIVE PHASE) and AGL24 genes are found in Arabidopsis and expressed in young leaves and throughout the apical meristem, being abolished in the inflorescence meristem.
The mutant for SVP gene shows precocious flowering, seeming to undergo rapidly through the vegetative development stages (Hartmann et al. 2000) . This gene probably codes a flowering repressor which prolongs all vegetative stages in wild plants, independently of photoperiod or vernalization. During the flower development, expression of this gene first disappears and then the sepals appear (Hartmann et al. 2000) . AGL24 gene is strongly expressed in apical meristem and in primordial leaves. During the floral transition, the expression is also detected in the floral meristem and later on in the whole inflorescence meristem, stamens, and carpels (Yu et al. 2002) .
All of the EST contigs grouped in this subfamily presented expression pattern similar to their published homologues, since they were found expressed in vegetative tissues (Fig. 3) , without the expression in floral buds, as occurs with AGL24. This can be explained by the fact that this gene is expressed in initial phases during the transition of the vegetative to the reproductive meristem, a phase which was not monitored in the CAFEST Project.
FLC-Like
The only EST contig found in CAFEST belonging to this subfamily was CaC11, which showed to be orthologous to FLC (AGL25) and MAF1 (AGL27) genes of Arabidopsis (Fig. 1) . FLC (Flowering Locus C) gene is reported as a repressor of flowering since its null mutant presents precocious flowering (Michaels and Amasino 1999) , and it has been interpreted as a convergence point for environmental factors and endogenous pathways that regulate the flowering time. It is expressed in all parts of the plants except in inflorescences, being regulated mainly by vernalization, but also by an autonomous pathway and by the FR1 (Frigida1) allele expression (Sheldon et al. 2000) . MAF1 (MADS AFFECTING FLOWERING 1) gene also functions as flowering inhibitor, but contrary to FLC, its expression is not affected by the same factors. Its transcript is detected in shoots, later restricted to roots and apical meristem.
Furthermore, after the transition to flowering, MAF1 is found expressed in primordial floral organ (Ratcliffe et al. 2001 ). Becker and Theißen (2003) have already reported that genes of FLC subfamily are not found outside Brassicaceae family, and because many other species respond to vernalization, they suggest that these genes constitute a relatively recent evolutionary response to winter, indicating its end and the beginning of a more favorable season for development and propagation.
CaC11 EST contig showed expression pattern in libraries of vegetative tissues submitted to these stresses, but in disagreement with their possible homologues in Arabidopsis, this profile was not widely spread (Fig. 3) . In spite of this, the analyses of motifs among the sequences show high similarity to FLC gene, evidencing their phylogenetic proximity (Fig. 1) . In coffee plants, expression of the homologue to FLC gene seems to have been influenced by the condition of water stress. This could be an adaptive characteristic of tropical plants since in regions of tropical climate, the longest periods of drought are associated to the lowest temperature throughout the year (dry winter and moist summer). That is, drought conditions could be acting in a direct form in the activation of FLC gene expression or indirectly, concerning the pathway relative to vernalization, for example.
Groups Expressed in Reproductive Tissues
AGL6-Like
This subfamily appears grouped together to SQUA and AGL2 genes in all relevant phylogenetic reconstructions (Lawton-Rauh et al. 2000; Becker and Theißen 2003) . There are reports where the expression of AGL6 genes under CaMV35S promoter control has drastic effects in Arabidopsis, such as the extremely reduced size of the plant, very early flowering, and formation of terminal flowers (Becker and Theißen 2003) . However, its function is still unknown since no mutant for loss of this function has been documented.
In Arabidopsis, two representatives of this class are found. Even though they are phylogenetically very close and considered as having a recent duplication, their expression sites are very different. While AGL6 gene is expressed in the four floral whorls (Mouradov et al. 1998 ), AGL13 gene is restricted to ovules . Other homologues described, like ZAG3 gene of maize, are expressed in carpels and floral organs, but not in stamens (Mena et al. 1995) , and in Gnetum, GGM9 and GGM11 genes are expressed in the reproductive cones of male and female parts (Winter et al. 1999) .
In the coffee plants, only CaC16 contig was clustered to this subfamily, which is intimately related to the AGL6 gene and also shows similar motifs (Fig. 1) , for this reason being considered its probable homologue. However, lack of data for each isolated flower part is an obstacle to finding a more exact approach of its homology to the Arabidopsis gene.
SQUA-Like
Several studies revealed that the genes documented for this clade are essential to the initial activation of floral development mechanism and later in the perianth formation (Mandel et al. 1992; Bowman et al. 1993; Theißen et al. 1996) . According to Litt and Irish (2003) , the participation of SQUA genes in perianth formation is recent, occurring only in more recent angiosperms. The genes belonging to this clade are known as A-function because in the classical ABC model described by Coen and Meyerowitz (1991) for floral organ identity, they participate in the formation of the first and the second whorls, one not always distinct from another. Parenicová et al. (2003) described four genes in Arabidopsis clustered to the SQUA subfamily: APETALA1 (AP1 or AGL 7), FRUITFULL (FUL or AGL 8), CAULI-FLOWER (CAL or AGL 10), and AGL79, the first three being functionally characterized through studies on mutants. AP1 and CAL mutants are reported as partially redundant genes (Becker and Theißen 2003) since homozygote plants with mutations in the CAL gene present wild phenotype, but together with mutants of the AP1 gene produce the typical CAULIFLOWER phenotype, characterized by an extensive meristem proliferation in each position that would originate a single flower (Kempin et al. 1995) . FUL gene, on the other hand, seems to be a valve identity gene because the main defect of its mutant occurs in the elongation and differentiation of valve cells in the fruits, giving them an aspect of a compact fruit (Gu et al. 1998 ). The major part of silique is constituted by carpel valves, and even though the mutant does not present specific inflorescence phenotype, it is one of the first genes expressed after transition to flowering. According to that, triple mutant presents the same phenotype as the AP1/CAL mutant, but extremely accentuated, indicating functions partially redundant among these three genes during floral initiation (Férrandiz et al. 2000) .
In our analyses, only one sequence, CaS11, found in the coffee plants was positioned into this subfamily (Fig. 1) , which by the analyses of common grouping motifs showed higher similarity to the FUL gene (Fig. 3) . In addition to (Vieira et al. 2006) . For comparisons, arrows indicate EST contigs selected for qRT-PCR. *FB3 library was included after the reference article was published that, reinforcing this orthologous hypothesis, this sequence was expressed only in fruits, the same local reported by another authors of high influence and activity of the FUL gene necessary for a normal fruit development (Gu et al. 1998 ).
AGL2-Like
AGL2 group, more known as SEPALLATAs, includes genes called E-function genes because they do not play or interfere in the route of B and C genes but are also required for the differentiation of the four flower whorls (Pelaz et al. 2000; Honma and Goto 2001) . The discovery that the SEP proteins can form highly organized complexes with A-, B-, or C-function proteins and that certain versions of these complexes are enough for the transformation of leaves into floral organs suggests that AGL2 genes play a role as mediators among genes of floral meristem and identity of floral organ .
Five EST contigs were classified into the AGL2 subfamily (Fig. 1) , all presenting a pattern of expression in reproductive organs (Fig. 3) . CaC02, CaC05, and CaC14 contigs appear as homologues to the first described SEPALLATAs, while CaC08 and CaS14 contigs are homologues to the AGL3 gene, currently called SEP4. Studies on grouping motifs (Fig. 2) indicated that the CaC14 transcript gene is the probable orthologue of SEP3 gene of Arabidopsis, also in agreement with its profile of expression in flowers (Flanagan and Ma 1994) . For this sequence, a quantitative qRT-PCR analysis was performed, and the results will be discussed later in this manuscript. For the AGL3 gene, CaC08 EST contig was found to be the probable orthologue because it possesses a very similar sequence, but its expression profile appears restricted to reproductive organs and is not expressed in other vegetative tissues, as proposed by Huang et al. (1995) .
AG-Like
The AGAMOUS (AG) gene was the first homeotic gene cloned (Yanofsky et al. 1990 ) given name to the group. The genes of the AG subfamily are involved in the specification of reproductive organs, both male and female, differentiating them from the vegetative organs (Winter et al. 1999) , and as a result, they are called C-function genes. Within the ABC model, C function is known as antagonic to B function and involved in specification of stamens and carpels, besides promoting floral determination. In Arabidopsis, three more representatives are found, AGL1 and AGL5, more known as SHATTERPROOF1 e 2 (SHP1 e 2), and AGL11 or SEEDSTICK (SDK).
Wide genomic analyses comparing expression profiles in inflorescences of wild Arabidopsis and mutants for AG showed that more than 1,000 genes are regulated by AG, especially in stamens ). Other studies involving microarray analysis and using lines induced by AG activity permitted to examine the immediate targets during the initial organogenesis (Ito et al. 2004; Gómez-Mena et al. 2005) . Furthermore, the AG gene was also described as controlling microsporogenesis (pollen induction) by the SPOROCYTELESS (SPL or NOZZLE) gene regulation, a gene that codifies a probable transcription factor (Ito et al. 2004 ). Other genes related to this subfamily seem to be linked to fruit development, as happens with the already mentioned SHP1 e 2, and SDK, more specific for ovule development and mistakenly understood as a Dfunction gene (Favaro et al. 2003; Pinyopich et al. 2003) .
In this work, were found two transcripts probably belonging to the AG subfamily, CaC03 and CaS19 (Fig. 1) . The expression pattern of the AG genes found in coffee plants (Fig. 3) agrees with the expression sites characteristics of this subfamily since they appear expressed only in reproductive organs, either in flowers or in fruits. CaC03 sequence appears phylogenetically close to the AG gene of Arabidopsis also expressed in floral organs and fruits. CaS19 EST contig seems to have specific function in female parts of the flower, expressing only in fruits, which agrees with its phylogenetic proximity to SDK and SHP, both expressed in the fruit and playing a role in its development.
DEF/GLO-Like
Several studies have demonstrated that DEF/GLO subfamilies originated from the duplication of an ancestral gene in the basal group of angiosperms (Winter et al. 2002a ) and 
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CaC12 CaC14 Fig. 4 qRT-PCR for EST contigs CaC03 (class C), CaC12 (class B), and CaC14 (class E). Tissues: leaf (L), root (R), floral bud stages (G4, G6, FL), fruit stages (F2, F4, M2). The latter two being collected each in three different development stages according Morais et al. 2008 therefore are related as paralogous and constantly clustered as a group. To this class, two Arabidopsis genes are included, which are intimately related, APETALA3 (AP3) and PISTILLATA (PI; Bowman et al. 1989) , and in Antirrhinum by the respective homologues, DEFICIENS (DEF) and GLOBOSA (GLO; Sommer et al. 1990; Tröbner et al. 1992) . In both species, these genes have presented functions of heterodimer formation for the establishment of petal and stamen identity (Riechmann et al. 1996; Zachgo et al. 1997) . Genes belonging to this class, formed by the two subfamilies DEF and GLO-like genes, are denominated B genes with probable ancestral function of differentiation of male reproductive organs from the female organs (Winter et al. 2002a) . After the establishment of the distinct genes during angiosperm evolution, they were also recruited to specify petal identity (Winter et al. 2002b ).
In the coffee plants, four sequences clustered into this class were found (Fig. 1) . In the groups of GLO-like subfamily genes, CaC07 and CaC15 EST contigs showed up, being orthologous to the PI gene, a hypothesis supported by the presented expression pattern (Fig. 3) ; that is, they are expressed only in the floral organ library (FBs). In the DEF-like subfamily gene, on the other hand, two other contigs were grouped along, CaC09 and CaC12, probable orthologues of the AP3 gene, but both presenting differentiated expression patterns as besides the expression in floral organs, they were also expressed in vegetative organs (Fig. 3) .
Quantitative Analyses
Aiming at validating our in silico obtained data and mainly to obtain more precise data of expression sites of some genes of our interest, analyses in qRT-PCR was performed for the representative genes of our phylogenetic tree. The contigs tested were CaC12, CaC03, and CaC14, respectively, belonging to the B-, C-, and E-functional groups.
From the analysis of Fig. 4 , we can see that the three EST contigs had differentiated expression occurring mainly in reproductive organs but also appearing in vegetative organs. The transcript relating to CaC03 EST contig appears quantitatively expressed in different phases of floral organ and fruit development, but mainly expressed in the late stage of fruit development. For the CaC03 EST contig, its respective transcript is expressed besides the reproductive organs, also in leaf tissues, a fact not observed by in silico analysis visualized by Digital Northern (Fig. 3) . Expression levels were high in the intermediate and final stages of floral organ development (G6 and FL stages according to Morais et al. 2008 ) and also in leaves. Finally, the transcript representative of CaC14 EST contig showed a wider expression, appearing in almost all of the phases of floral organ and fruit development, mainly in the initial stages of the first and in the final stages in the last, and a small expression in leaf tissue.
These data, even though not precisely confirming the result obtained by Digital Northern, show that the libraries where these sequences are expressed have real expression in that library, but not with the accuracy obtained by qRT-PCR. This way, the results seem to be absent or inverted because they are not specific, which added to the fact that global analyses, using bioinformatics tools, are important in the identification of widely expressed genes, but fail at the expression level that they present in the tissues.
Conclusion
The high number of reads in the many libraries of different tissues and the low number of redundancy levels of these libraries in the transcriptome CAFEST project contributed for an efficient in silico identification approach and validation of MADS-box family genes in different tissues and treatments. Computational analyses of ESTs of probable MADS genes, found in vegetative and reproductive tissues, revealed interesting expression profiles which can be related in their routes in the gene transcription control during the plant development, tissue differentiation, and other stress conditions. From 26 MADS-box transcript identified in the analyses, 13 were expressed exclusively in vegetative tissues, 11 in reproductive tissues, and two in both.
The fact that transcript of MADS type I proteins were not found can be explained by the hypothesis of low expression level or because they were expressed under conditions not monitored in transcriptome projects (Dias et al. 2005) . Parenicová et al. (2003) reported that it would be possible that members of MIKC group controlled many phenotypic effects obvious and redundant in different studied mutants (Férrandiz et al. 2000; Pelaz et al. 2000; Liljegren et al. 2000) , but the Mα, Mβ, Mγ, and Mδ groups would control much more subtle functions, probably not always related to development.
Recent evidences suggest that MADS-box members, besides being fundamental in the development of reproductive organs, are also decisive in regulatory routes during vegetative development, such as the embryo, root, and leaf development. This increases the importance of understanding the role of genes of this family in the plant development, opening many possibilities for the increment and improvement of coffee industry. The knowledge of molecular mechanisms performed by MADS-box proteins responsible for the flowering time, fruit ripening, development, and response to stresses, for example, would promote important understanding on the plant development and could reveal means through which coffee plant characteristics could be modified for the improvement of industrial properties.
